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Disclaimers:

Any new trails or amenities proposed in this document will not be developed on private property unless there are

voluntary agreements or easements with the property owner, or the land for the trail is purchased by a willing

buyer from a willing seller. Utah State Code does not allow for eminent domain to be used for trails. Trails will only

be developed with the explicit permission of the local landowners and/or land management agencies. All future

trails will be built in accordance with existing municipal and county plans and regulations and maintained or

improved by the local government or other designated body. All existing trails located on National Forest Lands are

in accordance with the Logan Ranger District Uinta-Wasatch Cache National Forest Travel Management Plan. All

proposed trails located on National Forest Lands are considered proposed alignments only and have not been

approved or evaluated in accordance with agency policies and guidelines. The U.S. Forest Service does not

guarantee any of the proposed trails on National Forest Lands will be approved or constructed. All future trails

located on the Division of Wildlife Resources property are not considered permanent and can be modified in

accordance with future Division of Wildlife Resource priorities.
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Executive Summary

Home to the Black & White Days, a Holstein Cow Show, Richmond City is one of Utah’s northernmost

communities. The town is nestled between productive agricultural lands, the meandering Bear River to

the west, and the rugged Bear River Range to the east. Richmond’s history of trails predated its

incorporation in 1868 when the Northwest Shoshone called this area home. After settlers came to the

area, trails became more defined as routes to access goods and services, nearby communities, mountain

resources, and the Bear River. The community grew primarily as a farming and dairying community and

was home to some of the United State’s most productive creamery operations. Now, Richmond City is

still home to notable businesses, such as Pepperidge Farm, Lower Food, Casper’s Ice Cream, and Cherry

Peak Resort.

The historic connections between communities and neighbors eventually became the City’s street

network and what is now Highway 91, a Utah State highway spanning the developable length of Cache

County’s eastern communities. As Richmond continues to grow, the community is seeing an increase in

residents’ desire for more outdoor recreation and trail amenities. Currently, road cyclists enjoy the paved

roads that take them through scenicfarm fields while hunters, anglers, backpackers, and hikers enjoy the

proximity of the Mt. Naomi Wilderness Area. Skiers and snowboarders enjoy the slopes at the Cherry

Peak Ski Resort or its neighboring backcountry terrain. Off-Highway Vehicles (OHVs) and horseback riders

alike enjoy proximate access to dirt roads and accessible trailheads. Meanwhile, people of all ages and

abilities recreate within Richmond City’s limits at its parks and along its sidewalks.
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As Richmond City continues to grow, the Richmond Trail Master Plan will help guide strategic investment

in sidewalk connectivity, trail development, and other outdoor recreation amenities to further connect

the community, provide safe and functional routes within town, and enhance the quality of life for

residents and visitors.

Introduction

Planning Context and Purpose

The Richmond Trail Master Plan was created to serve as a guide for how the community invests and

plans for resources pertaining to building and maintaining trails, safe connections, and outdoor

recreation. Every effort has been made to address the concerns of residents, non-residents, public

agencies, private landowners, and project partners.

Community Context

Richmond City is changing and its growth rate is increasing beyond that of its urbanizing counterparts. As

of 2020, according to the American Community Survey, Richmond City is growing at about 2.28%

annually, which is just about three times the growth rate of Logan City (0.792%), Cache County’s

most-urbanized community. Current data also indicates that the average age of residents under 18 is

increasing (36.1% of the population, and family size is increasing), which means that Richmond City is

getting younger as a community. Meanwhile, the mean household income has increased by $19,000 over

the past 10 years. Approximately 80.5% of residents work outside of the community. Traffic volume has

increased, and continues to increase, along Main Street, State Street, and 300 East. The average
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commute to work for Richmond residents takes about 21.6 minutes. Up until this point, the City’s trail

development efforts stemmed from a General Plan update in 2013. Trails were addressed in a general

sense, but specific prioritized projects and timelines weren’t included. Since the General Plan’s adoption,

the 300 East Pathway (paved trail) was constructed in 2019 and became popular among residents. Due

to this interest, and sustained growth pressure, Richmond City elected to create its first trail-specific plan

to prioritize future efforts. This document will provide guidance on specific project development,

maintenance, and funding strategies.

Addressing Common Concerns

Adding publicly accessible trails to any community can garner concerns regarding social, environmental,

or economic impacts. Below are a few commonly asked questions.

● How will the trail be funded?

● Who will maintain the trail?

● What if a landowner does not want a trail on their property?

● What can landowners do to reduce their liability for allowing access?

● What happens when the trail is not used for its intended purpose?

● Will the trail further impact our sensitive lands, like wetlands and cultural sites?

Recognizing collective and individual concerns about trails is an important part of the planning and

implementation process. Through civil and productive discussions, identifying common concerns and

addressing them throughout the planning process will result in the best possible outcome. This could

look like abandoning a proposed trail alignment or mitigating impact through design choices. Most

concerns raised can be mitigated in some way, shape, or form. Most issues raised can generally be

addressed or mitigated through trail design, maintenance operations, and finding a balance between

private property rights and public access needs.

The following sections of this plan address most of those needs:

● Implementation Strategy describes the process for identifying community concerns, how to

balance private property rights and land management objectives with public needs, public

access easements, and how to fund trail projects.

● Regulations and Maintenance addresses ways to limit liability and describes who can maintain

trails and how.

● Trail Design Guidelines provide guidance on designing safe and secure trails that minimize

vandalism and environmental impacts.

Benefits of Trails

Trails have existed, in one way or another, since the beginning of time. They provide space for people

and wildlife to cross a landscape. As our communities grow, trail development has evolved into a public

investment that yields a wide array of benefits, ranging from sociocultural, environmental, economic,

and health advantages, including:
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Enhanced Quality of Life

○ Encouraging physical activity through exercise,

social interaction, and connecting to the

landscape.

○ Increased physical health of a community3 can

reduce healthcare costs6.

○ Trails provide respite from daily hardships and

improve the mental well-being of individuals4.

○ Provides avenues for community events, like

races, community stewardship, or heritage days.

Providing Community Connection

○ Allowing residents a low to no-cost alternative to

get to work, visit a park or church, or a local

business.

○ Ensuring that people of all ages and abilities can

safely move through the community.

Benefiting the Natural Environment and Wildlife

○ Trails can help protect the long-term vitality of

local or regional biology, soil and water quality,

and other natural resources.

○ Interpretive signage or exposure to the landscape can help connect and educate people

about local flora and fauna.

○ Using existing corridors for trails can reduce additional impacts, such as adding a trail to

an existing transportation, utility, or canal corridor.

○ A wider trail, such as the Bonneville Shoreline Trail, can serve as a fire break for

structures within a community.

○ Trail development may be the highest and best use for parcels that are limited to

development potential due to floodplains, steeper slopes, etc.

Celebrating Historic and Cultural Characteristics

○ Preserve historically significant locations and routes while connecting people to them

through interpretation and/or vicarious experiences where historic events occurred.

Benefiting Financial Prosperity

○ Proximate trails and trailhead access have been found to increase property values of

homes2.

○ Outdoor recreation assets can be a powerful economic development tool by attracting

and retaining businesses and workforce1.

○ Attract visitors and tourists to spend money at local businesses within the community5.
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Vision, Goals, Objectives

Safety

○ Provide a safe and connected trail system, sidewalk network, and bicycle facilities for all

users.

○ Provide connections within Richmond City to create safe, accessible places to walk and

bike.

○ Provide a diversity of motorized and non-motorized trails.

○ Connect residents to public land.

Heritage

○ Embrace and preserve Richmond’s scenic beauty, rural character, and agricultural

heritage.

○ Maintain and celebrate historic community roots.

Community

○ Enhance Richmond City’s quality of life by providing close-to-home park and trail access

to create spaces for community interaction.

○ Develop amenities that will foster community events.

The Planning Process

Beginning in May of 2021, the planning process began to help

guide Richmond City’s investment in outdoor recreation

amenities, trails, bike lanes, and safe street crossings. In order

to best ensure that the community and critical stakeholders

were actively engaged in shaping recommendations within

the plan, the project team integrated several opportunities to

solicit input and feedback throughout the planning process.

Analysis

Prior to presenting information to the broader stakeholder

committee, several levels of analysis were conducted to

shape draft recommendations. These steps of analysis

included:
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General Demographic Review - See Community Context or Appendix: Richmond Demographic

Summary

○ Population, household income, ages, commute time, etc. from most current American

Community Survey data reviews.

Existing Conditions Inventory - See Appendix: Trails Inventory 1-3

○ Sidewalk network and existing park inventory.

○ Existing structures, landmarks, and amenities - Homes, businesses, cemeteries, parks,

fire stations, bus stops, churches, City buildings, parking, etc.

○ Existing trails and trailheads - Nature Park Trail, 300 East Pathway, etc.

○ Landownership and sensitive areas - Floodplain, wetlands, Richmond City-owned

parcels, United States Forest Service land, Utah Division of Wildlife Resources land, Utah

Department of Transportation lands, etc.

Trails Analysis - See Appendix: Trails Analysis

○ Activity Nodes Identification - Places where people congregate or where two or more

recreation corridors or uses meet.

○ Potential Connectivity - Based on the layout of the community; connects people to

public resources and important landscape features.

○ Scenic Areas - Hillside and mountains east of

town overlooking the valley; river and stream

corridors; cultural/historical areas.

Strava Heat Map (Hiking) - See Appendix: Strava Heat

Maps

○ Downtown Connectivity - Walkers and runners

still use almost every street for connectivity,

even if there are no sidewalks.

○ Mountain Trails - High Creek North and South

Fork, Cherry Peak, and Smithfield Canyon are

the most popular mountain hikes in the area.

○ East/West Connectivity - There is little-to-no

east and west connectivity across Highway 92.

This could potentially be due to a lack of safe

places to cross.

Strava Heat Map (Biking)

○ West Side Routes - Biking predominately

happens along farm roads in the far west side

of Richmond City.

○ North/South Corridor - Lots of Strava users

commute along Highway 91 via bike, although
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this is not necessarily safe for the biker due

to high-speed vehicles and volumes.

○ Mountain Access - There are very few biking

trails near Richmond City due to land

ownership or the Mt. Naomi Wilderness

Area. However, many people use Cherry Peak

for mountain biking.

300 East Paved Trail - Data Collection - See Appendix:

300 East Paved Trail Data Collection

○ An EcoCounter, provided generously from

Bike Utah’s 1000 Miles Program, was

installed by Cache County to capture usage

on the existing 300 E paved trail. This counter

helps identify usage trends and provides a

baseline of data to establish growth in usage.

This data can help justify further investment

in similar paved trail projects

throughout Richmond.

○ An EcoCounter captures anonymous

trail user data through an infrared

pyro sensor. The infrared sensor casts

a beam across the trail; when

someone walks, jogs, or runs by the

beam it triggers a tally. Typically,

manual counts are conducted to

guarantee accuracy.

Park Analysis - Appendix: Parks Analysis

○ Using geospatial mapping analysis,

the project team quantified how

many residents are proximate to open

space or parks using the below

categories:

■ A total of 22% of Richmond

residents, totaling to 209

homes, are further than a⅓
mile radius of all parks and

open spaces.

■ A total of 38% of Richmond

residents, totaling to 305

homes, are further than a⅓

https://www.bikeutah.org/1000miles#:~:text=In%202017%2C%20Governor%20Herbert%20initiated,prioritizes%20active%20transportation%20throughout%20Utah.
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mile radius of all city-owned parks and open spaces.

■ A total of 65% of Richmond residents, totaling to 608 homes, are further than a

⅓mile radius of all private or limited access parks and open spaces.

○ The assessment indicated that Richmond’s lower west side of the town has a deficit of

parks and open space access when compared to other areas of the community.

○ To view larger maps of each level of analysis, please view the appendix section of this

document.

Crossing Analysis & Preliminary Design

○ Funding allocated to Cache County through the Utah Department of Transportation’s

Technical Planning Assistance program was used to fund preliminary analysis and design

work to determine the most logical crossing locations along Highway 91.

○ These efforts help conceptualize the traffic calming and infrastructure necessary to

facilitate trail crossings on Highway 91. For more detailed findings and design see

Appendix: Highway 91 Crossing Analysis & Design.
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Existing Plan Review

Previously adopted plans and land-use planning documents were reviewed in order to understand

existing trail priorities and opportunities in Richmond City.

● Richmond General Plan, 2013

○ The Richmond City Trail Map proposed Bike lanes and proposed routes, multi-use

pathways, pedestrian-only paths, equestrian routes, and singletrack trails.

● Cache County Trail Feasibility Study, 2021

○ This analysis identified how a paved trail system could connect between Smithfield and

Richmond within the Highway 91 corridor, pictured below.

● U.S. Forest Service, Motor Vehicle Use Maps for the Logan Ranger Districts

● Wasatch-Cache National Forest 2003 Revised Forest Plan and Final EIS

● UDOT Statewide Active Transportation Plan

● Cache County Trails and Active Transportation Master Plan, 2018

● Northern Utah Bonneville Shoreline Trail Master Plan

Stakeholder & Public Input

Steering Committee

This document has been prepared through input and guidance from a steering committee composed of

elected officials, Richmond City residents and trail users, and agency personnel from the Bear River

Association of Governments, Cache County, and the Utah Division of Outdoor Recreation.
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Online Public Survey - See Appendix: Virtual Public Open

House Input

Concurrent with the existing condition inventory and

demographic analysis, an online public survey was administered

to residents. The survey was shared through Richmond City’s

online newsletter. Posters were also advertised with a QR code

for the survey in the Cache County Administration and the

Richmond City Hall buildings. Reminders of the survey were sent

to Richmond City residents via text messages, emails, and

Facebook posts. It was also advertised through Cache County’s

Trail and Active Transportation Program’s Instagram, Facebook,

and website.

Fifteen questions were included in the survey to assess community goals related to trails. In total, there

were 384 survey responses to the survey. A total of 301 respondents were residents, while 84 were

non-residents.

Stakeholder Input

After the existing conditions inventory and demographic analysis was reviewed by the steering

committee, a broader Stakeholder Committee meeting was held to provide input and feedback on

proposed trails and project recommendations. This meeting was composed of representatives from local

businesses, the Utah Department of Transportation, neighboring land management agencies, and local

government officials. For a complete list of stakeholders, please see page ii. Those that were unable to

attend the meeting were sent draft materials to review and provide input on behalf of the agency,

business, or the user group they represented.

Public Open House

On April 11, 2022, the steering committee hosted a

Public Open House in Richmond City’s Council Chambers.

A total of 89 comments were received during the

meeting with approximately 15 members of the public

attending. A series of maps were produced to showcase

draft plan recommendations based on on-street bike

facilities (bike lanes), sidewalks, paved, unpaved trails,

singletrack trails, as well as motorized trails. Participants

were given the opportunity to select their three favored

and least favored proposed trails with three green

(favored) and three red (unfavored) stickers. The project

team and steering committee members were there to
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discuss the maps and proposed trails with everyone who joined. The Region 1 UDOT Planning Manager

also listened to concerns and discussions surrounding the S.R. 91 corridor.

Written comments and stickers placed on the maps were totaled to summarize all the feedback received

from the community. To review the summary of comments and see the maps that were displayed at the

meeting, please see Appendix: Public Open House Comments & Input Maps.

A virtual Open House was available for citizens to see proposed trails and leave comments throughout

the week if they couldn’t join in person. The virtual Open House page only received 3 comments.
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Proposed Trail Map
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Implementation Strategy

The implementation of this plan will help the

community of Richmond maintain and preserve

trails for generations to come. To be truly effective,

the plan should be adopted by the city and

integrated into other community planning process

documents. As the plan is implemented, trails will

align correctly within the community and regionally

to create a network of contiguous trails and

pathways. Additionally, the adoption of this plan

will benefit the community when seeking grant

funding to support the development or

maintenance of existing trail facilities.

Proposed Trails & Project Summaries

Throughout this planning process, a selection of trailheads, on-street bike facilities, non-motorized trails,

motorized trails, and pathway concepts were developed. These project concepts were vetted by

stakeholders and community members and analyzed by professional community planners. Additional

studies or engineering may be necessary to determine the feasibility of the proposed facilities.
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On-Street Bike Facilities

This plan identifies on-street bike facilities (bike lanes)

to create a contiguous network of comfortable, safe

cycling facilities. These facilities can double as critical

trail connections within the community, especially

when right-of-way (ROW) is limited.

Given the popularity of road cycling in Cache Valley,

investment in safe facilities can aid in the prevention

of roadway accidents or fatalities, it can also

contribute to the area’s reputation for world-class road cycling. Additionally, it may also induce more

demand for active commuter trips throughout the community, in turn reducing wear and tear on

roadways facilities from increased vehicular traffic. It is also worth noting that electric micromobility

devices (e-scooters, one-wheels, etc.) will benefit from on-street bike facilities as well.

On-Street Bike Facility

Project UseType Miles Notes

200 S Bikeway
On Street Bike

Facility
1.54

Visibly separated bike lane on 200 S/10200 N from 300 E

to 300 E. Connection to proposed Cache Bikeway.

Main Street

Bikeway

On Street Bike

Facility
3.22

Visibly separated bike lane envisioned to provide a

primary east/west facility along Main Street spanning

from 650 E to the Bear River Nature Trail. Coordination is

necessary with UDOT for US 91 crossing and feasibility

within HWY 142.

State Street

Bikeway (north)

On Street Bike

Facility
2.23

Visibly separated bike lane providing a north/south

facility along State Street from High Creek Road south to

1100 E/ 8950 N intersection on US 91.

State Street

Bikeway (south)

On Street Bike

Facility
3.16

Visibly separated bike lane providing a north/south

facility along State Street from High Creek Road south to

1100 E/ 8950 N intersection on US 91.

9800 N Bike Lane
On Street Bike

Facility
1.06 Bike lane from State Street to Cache Bikeway Extension
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Example of a paved trail in Rich County near Bear Lake (bearlake.org).

Paved Pathways

This plan identifies paved multi-use trails or ‘paved pathways’ to provide safe facilities for walking,

jogging, or rolling throughout Richmond. This type of infrastructure can greatly increase the quality of

life for nearby residents and improve recreational access for people of all ages and abilities. Further

refinement of the proposed paved multi-use trails is necessary to ensure construction feasibility and

compliance with roadway safety standards.

Paved Trails

Project UseType Miles Notes

200 S Paved Trail Paved Multi 1.54
Connection from 300 E Paved trail to the west side of

Richmond, connecting to 300 E (west of 500 W).

State Street

Paved Trail
Paved Multi 5.40

See the Cache County Trail Feasibility Study (2021) for

details about the proposed trail south of 8590 N,

including crossing the proposed crossing at 9000 N and

US 91. Future coordination is needed with Cache County

and UDOT Region 1 to determine the feasibility of a

paved trail spanning from 8590 N to High Creek Road and

north along 1200 E towards the Cove and Idaho border.
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500 North

Community Trail
Paved Multi 0.44

Paved connector north of Richmond Cemetery between

Cherry Ridge Lane and State Street.

Cherry Creek

Connector
Paved Multi 2.20

Cherry Creek Connector trail access to Cherry Peak Resort

within 11000 N ROW / 500 N. Coordination with Cache

County Public Works required.

Upper Richmond

Connector Trail
Paved Multi 1.09 From 2000 E to State Street following the creek channel.

Mountain Home

Rd. Path
Paved Multi 2.56

Regional Connector from High Creek Road to the Idaho

border. Coordination necessary with Cache County Public

Works.

Cherry Ridge

Lane Connector
Paved Multi 0.30

Paved trail connection to the Cherry Ridge Lane

Connector trail.

Main Street

Paved Path
Paved Multi 3.22

Paved pathway envisioned to provide a primary east/west

facility along Main Street spanning from 650 E or BST

access to the Bear River Nature Trail. Coordination

necessary with UDOT for US 91 crossing and feasibility

within HWY 142.

11800 N Path Paved Multi 0.93
Trail connection between State Street and 200 E along

11800 N.

250 E Path Paved Multi 0.09
Paved north/south trail to extend 300 E trail and connect

400 S to 825 S.
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Example of motorized dirt track by Gabriel Sanchez (upsplash.com).

Motorized Trails & Recreation Area

While Cache County is home to many miles of scenic motorized doubletrack and singletrack trails, there

is a lack of publicly accessible motorized trails or recreational amenities within Cache Valley itself. The

project team identified a potential area to build a motorized recreation area. Such an area could include

a skills park, a dirt track, and other features. This type of facility could be used to host events or

competitions and help drive economic activity toward Richmond’s local businesses. Additionally, the

project team identified possible routes surrounding the proposed motorized recreation area to provide

access to and from the facility or create dedicated routes for nearby residents to enjoy.

Motorized Facilities

Project UseType Miles Notes

Motorized

Recreation Area

(Dirt Track)

Motorized N/A

The suggested Motorized Recreation Area is located outside of

Richmond City limits and lies within Cache County’s

unincorporated area. Richmond City should pursue a

partnership with Cache County to further explore the potential

for a motorized recreation area. The area could include a dirt

track, a skills park, and other features. This facility could be

used for regional or state-wide events and competitions.
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Cub River Sports

Complex Access
Motorized 2.41

Existing road, add signage to indicate OHV/motorized use

allowable and enhance crossing signage. Improved access

along 300/400 E from the Cub River Sports Complex and along

10600 N to US 91.

Cub River Sports

Access (11600 N)
Motorized 1.00

Existing road, add signage to indicate OHV/motorized use

allowable and enhance crossing signage Coordination with

Cache County Public Works Dept. necessary.

400 W Motorized Motorized 0.67

Existing road, add signage to indicate OHV/motorized use

allowable and enhance crossing signage. Improved access

along 300/400 E from the Cub River Sports Complex and along

10600 N to US 91.

Bridger Motorized

Access
Motorized 0.56

Create motorized access along Union Pacific ROW to 400 W

Motorized access and 111600 N.

200 E Motorized

Access
Motorized 0.28

Motorized access near Cub River Sports Complex. Added

signage on existing roads.

Motorized

Recreation Area

(Dirt Track) Access

Motorized 0.65
Added signage on existing road on 10600 N to proposed

motorized recreation area (dirt track).
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Example of non-paved multi-use trail at the mouth of Logan Canyon by Carly Lansche.

Non-Paved Multi-Use Trails

This plan identifies non-paved multi-use trails to provide safe facilities for walking, jogging, biking or

equestrian use throughout Richmond. Non-paved trails provide a wide array of recreation opportunities

and can help facilitate safe connections throughout the community. Non-paved multi-use trails are

typically constructed with compacted gravel surfaces.

Non-Paved Multi Trails

Project UseType Miles Notes

Bridger Rail Trail NonPaved Multi 5.45
Envisioned Bridger Rail Trail, see Cache County's Trail &

Active Transportation Plan (2019) for more information.

100 E

Neighborhood

Trail

NonPaved Multi 1.86 Provide a trail along the entirety of 100 E.

City Creek

Nature Trail
NonPaved Multi 3.07

Envisioned natural surface trail that spans from the

proposed Bear River Nature Trail in unincorporated Cache

County to 250 E in Richmond along the City Creek corridor.
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Bear River

Nature Trail
NonPaved Multi 4.58

Envisioned natural surface trail that spans from 12600 N in

unincorporated Cache County that connects to the

proposed City Creek Nature Trail.

700 E Multi-use

Trail
NonPaved Multi 2.62

Proposed trail from 8500 N to 10600 N in 700 E ROW.

Coordinate with Cache County Public Works.

Cherry Creek

Nature Trail
NonPaved Multi 1.08

Envisioned natural surface trail that spans from 2000 E to

State Street.

High Creek

Community

Connector

NonPaved Multi 3.98

East side natural surface trail at toe of foothills. 11000 N to

High Creek Road, jogging on 200 E. The envisioned trail will

continue to jog to the west until it connects with 1400 E and

the envisioned Mountain Home Rd.

Upper Cherry

Creek Connector

Trail

NonPaved Multi 1.21

Envisioned trail that connects residents and future

development to the Upper Richmond Connector Trail and

the Cherry Creek Nature Trail. This will provide various trail

loop opportunities for residents.

Lower Cherry

Creek Connector

Trail

NonPaved Multi 0.62
Non-paved trail connection to the Cherry Ridge Connector

trail.

11000 N

Connector
NonPaved Multi 0.35

Provide connection from Upper High Creek Community

Connector trail from 11000 N.

200 S Paved Trail

& City Creek

Connector

NonPaved Multi 0.37

Trail to connect City Creek Nature Trail along 100 E to 10200

N, and along 10200 N to 300 E to the proposed 200 S Paved

Trail.

300 E Connector NonPaved Multi 0.52
Trail to connect to 10200 N and City Creek Nature Trail from

10600 N.

Cub River Trail NonPaved Multi 0.32
Trail along 11600 N between Cub River Sports Complex and

the proposed Bear River Nature Trail

200 E River Loop NonPaved Multi 0.38
Trail to create a loop between the Cub River Trail and the

Bear River Nature Trail along 200 E
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825 S Trail NonPaved Multi 0.24 Provide trail connection between 250 E and 100 E

Example of singletrack trail with bikers in the Bear River Range.

Singletrack Trails

Singletrack trails provide opportunities to connect with nature, develop your physical fitness, connect

with the community, and more, including increasing nearby property values.9These types of trails are the

most cost-effective trails to install and can generate vast community benefits and have the potential to

be utilized year-round. Singletrack trails are popular to trail runners, hikers, bikers, and equestrian users.

The project team identified many opportunities to develop non-motorized singletrack trials within and

surrounding Richmond. A large majority of the proposed trails will only be possible with willing

landowner participation.

Singletrack Trails

Project UseType Miles Notes

Bonneville

Shoreline

Connector Trail

SingleTrack 0.52
Proposed within 9800 N ROW to connect to future

Bonneville Shoreline Trail alignment.
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9800 N Single

Track
SingleTrack 1.82

Envisioned to connect to Cherry Peak Ski Resort. Trail is only

possible if the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources allows it.

Canyon Access SingleTrack 2.15 Division of Wildlife Resources permission required.

Nebo Canyon

Trail
SingleTrack 1.61

Scenic singletrack trail above Richmond. Coordination with

Logan Ranger District of USFS required.

City Creek

Canyon Trail
SingleTrack 3.05

Division of Wildlife Resources permission and Logan Ranger

District of USFS required.

City Creek Loop

Connection
SingleTrack 0.47

Create a loop between the North Fork of City Creek and the

main City Creek trail. Permission from Logan Ranger District

of USFS required.

Lower High

Creek

Community

Connector

SingleTrack 0.43
East side natural surface trail at toe of foothills. 11000 N to

Horse Arena.

Upper Richmond

Trail / Bonneville

Shoreline Trail

SingleTrack 1.94
Envisioned Bonneville Shoreline Trail between 9800 N and

11000 N.

9800 N Single

Track
SingleTrack 0.59

Envisioned to connect to Cherry Peak Ski Resort. Trail is only

possible if the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources allows it.

North Fork City

Creek Connector
SingleTrack 0.86

Create a loop between the North Fork of City Creek and the

main City Creek trail. Permission from Logan Ranger District

of USFS required.

Cherry Creek

Nature Trail -

West Connection

SingleTrack 1.90
Connecting the east side of the proposed Cherry Creek

Nature Trail to the Bear River Nature Trail.

Bear River

Nature Trail

North Connector

SingleTrack 0.55
Trail connection between 300 E and the proposed Bear River

Nature Trail
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Example of local trailhead facility developed by Cache County outside of Wellsville, photo provided by Carly Lansche.

Proposed Trailheads

This plan proposes nine new trailheads within Richmond City or nearby the community. The identified

locations are intended to provide ample trail access throughout the community as Cache County grows.

The precise location of each trailhead, as well as the facilities to be included at each access point, may

need further refinement. Additionally, land manager and private property owner approval is required.

Proposed Trailheads

Project Notes

City Creek Trailhead -

9600 N

Proposed new trailhead adjacent to existing walk-in access on DWR property. Division

of Wildlife Resources permission and Logan Ranger District of USFS required. The

proposed City Creek Canyon and City Creek Canyon Loop singletrack would begin from

this location.

Nebo Creek Trailhead -

9000 N

Proposed new trailhead toward the end of 9000 N. This would be the starting point for

the proposed Nebo Canyon singletrack trail.
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Central City Creek /

Bridger Rail Trail

Trailhead

Proposed new trailhead between 400 W and 300 E to the west of Richmond. Access

improvements from 200 S would be required, as well as permission and coordination

with private property owners and Union Pacific. This trailhead would be an access

point to the proposed Bridger Rail Trail and the envisioned City Creek Nature Trail.

Bear River Nature Trail /

Motorized Dirt Track

Trailhead

This proposed trailhead location would be accessed from HWY 142and would require

coordination with UDOT Region 1. From this location, users could access the proposed

Bear River Nature Trail as well as the proposed motorized recreation area (dirk track). If

a motorized dirt track is developed, the trailhead should be built to accommodate

spaces for staging trailers.

10600 N Trailhead

(Motorized Access)

If a motorized recreation area is developed, a trailhead could be developed along

10600 N to accommodate an OHV staging area. From here, motorized users could

access an envisioned loop that would bring them to the proposed motorized recreation

area (dirt track), the Cub River Sports Complex, and a view of the Bear River. This

trailhead could also provide access to the paved trail on HWY 91.

Cub River Sports

Complex Trailhead

Dedicated trailhead parking at the existing Cub River Sports Complex or a new

trailhead in the area could provide access to the proposed Bear River Nature Trail as

well as access to the motorized access road to the proposed motorized recreation area

(dirt track).

Lower State Street

Trailhead

Proposed along State Street near 100 N. Dedicated parking spaces could provide access

to the proposed State Street Paved trail and the envisioned State Street bike lane.

Upper State Street

Trailhead

Proposed along State Street near 11600 N. This proposed trailhead location would

provide access to the proposed Upper Richmond Connector Trail, the Cherry Creek

Nature Street, the State Street Paved Trail, and the State Street bike lane.

Bear River Nature Trail

Trailhead

Proposed in unincorporated Cache County where the Bear River intersects 800

S/12600 N, this proposed trailhead location would provide access to the proposed Bear

River Nature Trail
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Construction & Maintenance Cost Estimates

When seeking funding for proposed trails Richmond City should request quotes or contractor bids for the

listed projects. The cost estimates below are to be used for planning purposes only.

Trail Type
Construction Cost

(Per Mile)

Maintenance

Cost (Per Mile)
Notes

2-4 ft. wide Single Track Trail $0-$93,600 $250-$1,170

Costs can vary greatly based on the

level of volunteers versus professional

contractor services (based on 2019

estimates for Snyderville Basin are

trails Utah-- adjusted for 2023

inflation). Maintenance needs can be

invasive weed control, signage

replacement, cleaning trail drains, etc.

On-Street Bike Facility $1,500-$30,000 $5,000-$11,700

Cost estimates are for stripe/painting

costs. Additional maintenance costs

are similar to local roadway

maintenance estimates (e.g. filling

potholes, street sweeping, etc.)

Paved Multi-use Trail
$500,000-$1.4

million
$5,000-$11,700

Costs vary greatly based on necessary

earthwork/grading or other

infrastructure needs (e.g. costs may be

much higher if a canal is culverted

underneath the trail).

Non-Paved Multi-Use Trail $10,000-$23,400 $1,500-$5,850

Costs vary based on specific surface

types and availability of in-kind

resources. Maintenance needs are

similar to that of singletrack trails.

Costs are based on UDOT 2019 Regional Transportation Plan project estimates and adjusted for 2023 inflation rates.

Trail Development Process

The following section outlines a simple process for developing new trails in and around local rural

communities. It is critical that the steps are followed as the success of implementing each step is

dependent on the successful implementation of the previous step. For example, if Step 3; Corridor

Mapping and Land Owner Permissions is ignored, much time, effort, and money can be wasted without

prior approval from land owners or public land managers. It is hoped that, by using this section as a

guide for future trail development, Richmond City can successfully continue to plan for and construct

future trails that are beneficial to residents
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This section also describes the process for identifying community concerns, how to balance private

property rights and land management objectives with public needs, public access easements, and how

to fund the projects outlined in the Proposed Trail Map.

1. IDEA→ The process usually begins with an idea from the trails plan, trail users, or local trails

committee.

2. INITIAL FEASIBILITY→ Determine potential conflicts, opportunities or limitations, and decide if

it is still possible to develop, or, if there are insurmountable conflicts.

3. CORRIDOR MAPPING & LANDOWNER PERMISSIONS→Map the initial trail corridor and discuss

it with local leaders, landowners, land managers, the local trails committee, and other interested

parties. Be open to integrating input from other groups.

4. SITE ANALYSIS & PROGRAMMATIC APPROVALS→ Take into consideration sensitive natural

areas and avoid them as much as possible, consider having the trail buffered from other

properties, and go through whatever additional approval processes are required.

5. CONCEPTUAL ALIGNMENT→ A sustainable trail is properly designed, the purpose for the trail is

clear, it’s well connected to a larger trail network or, if isolated, has a clear and relevant starting

point, purpose, or destination, and endpoint.

6. FINAL FLAGGING→ Trail designers and land owners/managers establish the final trail alignment

by placing a series of pin-flags along the corridor.

7. PROJECT FUNDING→ Once formal approval has been granted for the trail facility the project can

be initiated. Be mindful of contract periods for funding and planning the project’s realistic

execution within the contract timeline.

8. CONSTRUCTION→ A request for bids is typically advertised if a private contractor is building the

trail, otherwise a land management agency will construct the project in-house with their

available trail crews/equipment. Volunteer build trails are not advised, although volunteers can

support with light brushing and finishing work after the primary trail alignment is constructed by

a professional. Think of a trail as a 100-year investment, you will want to get it right the first time

to avoid issues with erosion, slope stability, or other preventable issues.

9. MAINTENANCE→ Regular maintenance will correct small issues before they become larger and

threaten trail stability, and the safety and experience of the trail user. Ideally, all new trails

should be monitored and managed for invasive weed species for 1-3 years, after all, a new trail is

a great garden bed for undesirable seedlings to take over.

10. ONGOING PUBLIC SUPPORT→ A great trail needs a fan club that cares about it, shares a sense

of ownership for the health and longevity of the trail, and is willing to volunteer with trail

clean-ups, maintenance, or other related projects.

Trails Committee

The implementation of trail and other recreation-related projects often stems from dedicated and

inspired citizens. The value of a trails committee cannot be understated. There are many models of

successful trails committees throughout Utah. Some are composed of ad-hoc volunteers while others are
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more structured by codified ordinances. Examples of enacting ordinances and bylaws are included in

Appendix: Trails Committees.

The trails committee examples within the Appendix include:

● Ogden Trails Network Committee

● Grand County Committee Resolution

Building Partnerships

For communities to create a connected and seamless trail network it is crucial they continue to

coordinate efforts across jurisdictional boundaries and between various public and private landowners.

As project partners, reaching out to adjacent land managers and landowners will help tremendously to

create more effective and useful trails and trail systems. In this instance, Richmond City will need to work

collaboratively with Cache County’s Trail & Active Transportation Program, the Utah Division of Wildlife

Resources, the Logan Ranger District of the United States Forest Service, as well as many private

landowners.

Private Property, Access, Easements, and Liability

The development of this plan has placed special emphasis on private property rights. None of the trails

or trailheads proposed on private property in this plan will include eminent domain or other types of

government overreach. Utah is a private property rights-oriented state and eminent domain cannot be

used for recreational amenities, including trails and trailheads. Access can only be granted through a

willing buyer/willing seller scenario, or through applicable access or conservation easements negotiated

with a willing landowner.

A trail becomes existing and official on private land if there is a written agreement between the private

landowner and the public, or on public land if the trail has been officially reviewed and approved by that

public agency. If the trail crosses public property it has to go through that land agency's approval

process. If the trail crosses private property and the owner is interested, the trail can become official

through a written access easement or agreement, a land transfer, or a land purchase. Again, land

purchases will only occur in a willing buyer-willing seller scenario.

Private Property Liability - Utah’s Recreational Liability Statute

When a trail intersects private property, landowners may be apprehensive about the prospect of

allowing public use of their property for recreation. However, landowners are offered protection under

Utah State Code 57-14. The purpose of the chapter states the following: “The purpose of this chapter is

to limit the liability of public and private landowners towards a person entering the owner’s land as a

trespasser or for recreational purposes, whether by permission or by operation of Title 73, Chapter 29,

Public Waters Access Act.” The statute does not necessarily prevent a landowner from being sued, but it

does provide landowners with basic protection.
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Additionally, the landowner (e.g. canal company, private resident, etc.) can inquire about a license

agreement with the city, county, or state entity to further protect the landowner from liability concerns.

Such license agreements have been used to absolve liability from the private property owner and have

the public entity absorb the full liability responsibility. To view the Recreational Liability Statute please

see Appendix: Recreational Liability Statute.

Potential Funding Sources

Many grant opportunities exist throughout the state of Utah with the express

purpose of funding recreation-related projects. Many of these grants are

administered through the Utah Division of Outdoor Recreation in the Department

of Natural Resources and may be used, or “braided” together. “Braiding grants”

together can maximize local investment. Keep in mind that in-kind work (e.g.

volunteer labor, donated materials, etc.) can be included in project descriptions to

further leverage local investment. For a list of potentially applicable grants from

various private, local, or federal entities, please scan the QR code or visit this link.

Incentives

Several communities throughout Utah have utilized incentive ordinances or programs to encourage new

or redevelopment projects to include desired trail infrastructure. An example of such an example is

included in the Appendix: Trails Bonus Density Ordinance.

Regulations and Maintenance

This section addresses ways to limit liability and also describes who will maintain the trails or facilities

and how. Appropriate repair and maintenance activities reduce liability and increase safety and security

for trail users. Routine maintenance can reduce incidents of litter, graffiti, and vandalism while providing

a quality experience for users and property owners. The costs of maintenance associated with trails

varies widely depending on the type of trail and level of use. Upgrades and structural remedies could be

funded through city funds, agency funds, donations, volunteer labor, grants, or a combination of all five.

Having a functioning trail committee that can help identify maintenance priorities can help the city to

strategize maintenance.

Lastly, don't underestimate the power of activating your trails to help with their maintenance. To a

degree, trails maintain themselves (especially natural surface trails) when people use them!

Preventative maintenance can also reduce future repair costs and can include:

• Mowing

• Weed control

• Litter and waste collection

• Snow removal

• Trail resurfacing or grooming

• Re-striping lines

• Replacing degraded or vandalized

signs

• Section realignments

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1CZCAlWhB4CIrJDAeuuqHu5eCTWrS1gwSwErIEI07Kd0/edit?usp=sharing
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Trail Design & Facilities Guidelines

This section provides guidance on designing safe and secure trails that minimize vandalism and

environmental impacts. Richmond City may consider the formal adoption of trail standards to guide

future development and maintenance. For a local example of such standards, please see Appendix: Trail

Development Standards.

On-Street Bike Facilities

On-street bike facilities allow critical trail connections and

enhanced roadway safety within the community,

particularly when road right-of-way is limited. The

implementation of these facilities will be determined by the

traffic volume, travel speed, ROW width, and other safety

considerations. These facilities could be in the form of bike

lanes, sharrows, added shoulder space, signage, etc.

Facility Installation Considerations:

● From the curb to the vehicular travel lane, cyclists

should have 3-6 feet of space. The maximum

width is preferred to optimize safety for all

roadway users. When additional space exists in

the roadway, painted bike lanes or a shared

shoulder with a buffer may provide added

comfort. When the design objective is for

pedestrians and cyclists to share the shoulder, a

width between 6-8 feet between the vehicle

travel lane and the curb is desired.

● Whether or not the facility is separated visually

(e.g. highlighted/painted bike lane) or physically

(e.g. grade separated or separated cycle track)

will depend on traffic volumes, speeds, etc.

● Pavement markings and signage should follow

the Manual Uniform of Traffic Control Devices

(MUTCD) guidance (see MUTCD 2009 Edition

Chapter 9C. Markings & Chapter 9B. Signs).

https://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/htm/2009/part9/part9c.htm
https://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/htm/2009/part9/part9c.htm
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Maintenance Considerations:

● Bike lane pavement markings should be maintained to ensure they are clear and legible to all

roadway users.

● When possible, these facilities should be plowed during the winter months to provide

year-round bicycle transportation options for residents.

● Bike lanes should be kept clear of roadway debris and damage (e.g. potholes, broken glass,

etc.), this can be done through routine street sweeping.

Paved Multi-Use Trails

The American Association of State Highway and

Transportation Officials defines paved multi-use

trails as “..physically separated from motorized

vehicular traffic by an open space or barrier and

either within the highway right-of-way or within

an independent right-of-way.” These facilities are

intended to provide non-motorized connections

and recreation opportunities for people walking,

running, biking, using a wheelchair, or using other

non-motorized forms of travel such as equestrian

uses.

Facility Installation Considerations:

● Crossings are inevitable when you are

installing a paved multi-use trail (e.g.

driveways, business access points,

intersections, etc.). It is important to

have careful consideration of crossing

locations to include necessary design

features that can help slow traffic,

alert motorists to trail users and vice

versa, or require a traffic control device.

● Many resources have been developed to guide the installation of paved multi-use trails. For

additional information about suggested cross-sections, materials, signage, and accessibility

please see Appendix: Shared Use Path Accessibility Guidelines. ‘

Maintenance Considerations:

● National guidance on paved multi-use trails recommends ensuring a firm, stable, and

slip-resistant surface to accommodate wheelchairs as well as narrow-tires on bicycles and

other micromobiliity devices. Routine maintenance is necessary to ensure accessibility for all

users and should be evaluated in a similar fashion to city-maintained streets.

Photo of a paved multi-use trail in Anchorage, Alaska provided by Carly Lansche.
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Motorized Recreation Area

Development of a motorized recreation area in

the proposed location could include a

motocross skills park, a dirt track, or other

features such as the roller section pictured to

the right. Partnership with professional or

recreational motorized sports groups is

encouraged prior to investment in such

facilities to ensure long-term maintenance and

usage.

If Cache County and Richmond City pursue the

development of a Motorized Recreation Area near Richmond, professional engineering assistance is

suggested to limit liability risks for both entities. Additionally, coordination with Cache County’s Public

Works Department is necessary prior to proceeding with the suggested motorized routes within this

plan. Safety of all roadway users should remain a top priority and can be encouraged through clear and

concise signage, such as the example below from the Wisconsin Department of Transportation.
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Non-Paved Multi-Use Trails

As mentioned prior, non-paved trails provide a wide array of

recreation opportunities. Material selection is a critical

component to providing both accessibility and a quality

experience on the trail.

Facility Installation Considerations:

● Non-paved multi-use trails can be built using wood

chips, crushed gravel, soil cement, recycled rubber, or

natural soil.

● Material choices should be evaluated to complement

the natural surroundings.

● Due to the soft materials utilized in non-paved trails,

sustainable trail grade is critical to ensure the longevity

of the infrastructure. A good rule of thumb for these

types of trails is to ensure that they are designed at or

below a 6% grade to maximize the investment in

material costs. 8

Singletrack Trails

Many communities utilize volunteer services to build and maintain

singletrack trails. While this may seem intriguing for cost savings

and community-building purposes, professional trail designers

should be consulted when developing singletrack trails. While a

trail may appear to be straightforward and simple, it should be

developed with the goal of creating infrastructure that will last for

a century, at least. Volunteer support and community participation

is a critical component to the on-going maintenance of trails,

however, consulting a professional to ensure that the trail is

designed to encompass sustainable trail standards will guarantee

its success for years to come.

Below is a recommendation of which services to consider pursuing

professionally and which tasks would benefit from volunteer

support. Of course, every trail project varies, these are only

suggested guidelines. Engaging a professional when building

community trails can also help you guarantee that your trail is

designed to maximize accessibility and be utilized by people of all

ages and abilities.
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Professional Service Recommendations:

● Property Surveying - Understanding where property lines are located prior to cutting in a trail is

critical to both respect private property rights but also to guarantee legal and permissible public

access for years to come.

● Trail Design and Layout - The trail alignments within this document are conceptual in nature and

should be vetted by a professional landscape architect or trail builder to determine the best trail

alignment. Engaging a contractor to help mark the corridor and then pin-flag a tight alignment

will help your project be successful.

● Rough-Cutting - Whether or not mechanized equipment is utilized or not, getting the right grade

of your trail and design of integrated drainage features is crucial to its sustainability. Just like our

streets and sidewalks, stormwater and runoff can cause the greatest impacts on trails. For this

reason, getting your alignment right from the beginning by having a trial builder provide the

initial rough cut of the trail is very important.

● Added Infrastructure - It is important to consult professionals when your trail alignment crosses

a creek, ravine, or other terrain feature and it is determined that you need to provide a bridge or

other infrastructure like a culvert or a retaining wall.

● Environmental or Cultural Survey - There may be cultural or environmental sensitivities near

your project site that will require additional analysis. When working on federally managed lands,

it is important to follow National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requirements.

Volunteer Support Ideas:

● Grubbing (dependent on vegetation) - After a surveyor has identified property lines and your

trail designer has helped mark the corridor of the trail and has a pretty precise idea of where the

rough cut of it will go, this is a good opportunity to recruit volunteers to help cut back some of

the vegetation or shrubbery. Keep in mind that this should be dependent on the conditions of

the corridor. The primary risks include whether or not it is safe for volunteers to access the area

without a defined path or trail, and whether or not the use of chainsaws is required.

● After Rough Cutting - After the ‘rough cut’ of your trail by a professional that has paid keen

attention to grade and trail alignment, this is a great opportunity to engage volunteers and

members of the community. At this point in the project, you can use them to help install signage

along the trail or to use hand tools to assist with finishing work.

● Invasive Weed Maintenance - Once a new trail is installed, it becomes a perfect seedbed for new

and unwanted plant species to take root. Engaging volunteers to help identify problematic areas

with invasive species and properly remove them is very important within the first few years

following a new trail installation. This is also a great long-term use of harnessing volunteer

power.

● Picking Up Litter - Unfortunately, many people dispose of unwanted items at trailheads or don’t

follow Leave No Trace ethics when they are out on the trails. Every bit of trash that we leave

behind on our trails has the potential to wind up in local creeks, rivers, and other bodies of

water. Picking up garbage is an excellent way to engage the community.
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● Using the trails! - Trails maintain themselves, to a degree, when people use them! Richmond City

may consider hosting events to celebrate new trail development, including running or biking

races, community fundraising events, and more to help activate the trail.

Proper tool training and supervision are suggested for all volunteer activities.

Trailheads

While ideally, you can begin your

adventure on nearby trails from

your own home, having safe and

accessible trailheads is important

to encourage citizens to utilize trail

infrastructure.

When surveyed in 2021, residents

of Richmond indicated that their

valued trailhead features were

parking, restrooms, wayfinding

signage and trail maps, points of

interest, shade, benches, and rules

and regulations.

Developing a shared agreement of

the roles and responsibilities required to maintain the trailhead after it is constructed is very important.

This will help determine how project partners will work together to be proactive in the trailhead’s

maintenance. For example, local law enforcement could agree to routine patrolling of the trailhead while

another project partner agrees to assist with snow removal costs, and another helps to finance the cost

of pumping the vault toilets.

Local example of a kiosk on local U.S. Forest Service property provided by Carly Lansche.

Environmental Considerations

Trail placement should allow users to observe and connect to the natural environment (e.g., streams,

wetlands, and wildlife) while protecting those and other sensitive areas from overuse, degradation, or

fragmentation. When designing any aspect of the trail and trail system it is essential to respect sensitive

areas, including riparian zones, wetlands, streams, erodible soils, unstable and steep slopes, and

threatened, endangered, and sensitive species habitats. If trails travel through sensitive areas, location

modification or different construction methods should be used to minimize impacts. This might include
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the timing of construction activities, erosion control measures, water quality monitoring, vegetative

buffers, rerouting the trail, and other best management practices.

Marketing and Tourism

Economic prosperity stemming from growth in

Richmond’s marquee events, including Black &

White Days and recent concerts at Cherry Peak

Mountain Resort, could benefit from added trail

infrastructure. A future partnership with Cache

Valley’s Visitors Bureau to advertise local

recreation assets or agrotourism prospects could

draw great visitation to the area to patronize

local businesses. Several proposed trail

alignments connect Richmond’s business district

and community parks by providing ample space

for safe walking or bicycling options. The benefits

of these community connections may provide

options for prolonged visitor stays resulting in

increased sales tax revenue in the city. Likewise,

other tourism activities such as agrotourism,

hiking, cycling, mountain biking, skiing,

motorized recreation, and recreation activities

along the Bear River could create a draw to

Richmond.

To the right is an example of what local

advertisement and partnership with the Cache

Valley Visitors Bureau could look like.
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– Appendix –
Parks Analysis Maps
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Trails Analysis Map
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Trails Inventory 1
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Trails Inventory 2
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Trails Inventory 3
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Strava Heat Maps
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Data Collection (Hourly 300 East Trail Profiles)
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Richmond Demographics Summary
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Online Public Survey Summary
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Online Public Survey Results
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Public Open House Input Comments
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Public Open House Input Maps (On-Street Bike Facilities)
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Public Open House Input Maps (Existing Sidewalks)
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Public Open House Input Maps (Proposed Motorized Trails)
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Public Open House Input Maps (Proposed Motorized Trails)
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Public Open House Input Maps (Proposed Motorized Trails)
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Public Open House Input Maps (Proposed Paved, Unpaved, and Single Track)
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Public Open House Input Maps (Proposed Paved, Unpaved, and Single Track)
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Public Open House Input Maps (Proposed Paved, Unpaved, and Single Track)
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Virtual Public Open House Input

In the map image above, online comments are visualized as red dots.

Online Comments & Location Clarification:

Comment 1: “This could be a critical trail for those going to Cherry Peak concerts in summer, since traffic

is terrible and bus system is also terrible.”

Located on 11000 N

Comment 2: “Give cyclists a shoulder. They are playing chicken with semi. There is a shoulder after Lower

foods, going south.”

Located on U.S. 91 and Main Street

Comment 3: “Maybe a walking trail”

Located on 9800 N
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Highway 91 Crossing Analysis & Design
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Recreational Liability Statute (2023)

https://le.utah.gov/xcode/Title57/Chapter14/C57-14-P2_1800010118000101.pdf
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Trail Development Standard Example - Hyde Park City
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Trails Committee Examples

● Ogden Trails Network Committee

● Grand County Committee Resolution
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Shared Use Path Accessibility Guidelines

https://nacto.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/shared_use_path_accessibility_guidelines_federal_register.pdf
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Trails Bonus Density Ordinance
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